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As a recent Globe and Mail investigation uncovered, there have been instances in British Columbia of a property deal being assigned two, three,
or even more times before it winds up in the hands of the final “assignee.”
However, the contrast between the offer price originally accepted by the
sellers, and the price paid by the final buyer, has the potential to be dramatic
have yet to become controversial. In fact, assignments (or the sale of a con— hundreds of thousands of dollars, in many cases.
tract) are used in many industries, not just real estate.
That difference in the final purchase price has led some British Columbia
In more standard practises, and in particular in Ontario, the assignment of
sellers to believe they may not have gotten the best possible price from the
negotiations of their original listing agent(s) – who, in some cases, also rep- a contract requires the consent of all the original parties to the contract and
this would be spelled out in the language and body of the contract.
resented subsequent assignment buyers for the exact same properties.

Are assignments controversial?

While the Globe’s feature reports that assignment deals may be viewed as
“controversial” in that province (hence the sinister-sounding moniker of
‘Shadow-Flipping’), RECO notes that such is not the case in ours, where the
majority of assigned property deals involve new-development homes (as
opposed to existing re-sale ones).

Here in Ontario, the answer is no – assignments are completely legal, and

In the case of Ontario’s new-development home assignments, the practise is
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In a nutshell, a real estate sales representative or broker may engage in shadow flipping by arranging the sale of a property, and then selling the contract
to purchase the home via assignment before it closes.

In the GTA’s comparably hot real estate market, it has also led many wouldbe sellers to ask two related questions: are they susceptible to this practice,
and what protections are in place to prevent it?
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GREATER TORONTO – While it has certainly garnered its share of media
attention in Greater Vancouver, the practice now known as “shadow flipping” has yet to become a serious problem here in the GTA, according to
the Real Estate Council of Ontario (RECO).
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fully disclosed, and all parties are aware of the rights of the Buyer to assign How can home buyers avoid assignment-related complications?
the contract. In fact, assignment rights are often openly negotiated as part
of the initial purchase and sale!
Since the initial burst of media attention focusing on shadow flipping in Vancouver, RECO has offered up a number of tips for Ontario sellers to protect
In Ontario, as in British Columbia, it is legal to assign an Agreement of Pur- themselves from such practices:
chase and Sale (the official contract outlining the terms of a property sale).
In many situations, this provides a helpful tool for buyers who must back Make sure you take the time to personally review each clause within your real
out of a transaction due to a change in personal circumstances.
estate contract. If you don’t understand some of the language, you can check
with your real estate sales representative (or, if peace of mind is important to
While sales may theoretically be assigned for any type of property, it can be you, a real estate lawyer).
either forbidden – or explicitly allowed – by the addition of clauses in the Do your “homework” before signing a Seller’s (or Buyer’s) Representation
original purchase agreement.
Agreement. When considering any agent, finding the answers to key questions
early — for example, can they provide testimonials from previous clients? —
For sellers who are wary of their property being resold via assignment, it is can save you a lot of trouble later on.
important (and, indeed, encouraged by RECO) to look carefully at any and RECO also recommends obtaining several “comparative market analyses” to
all clauses – including assignment or non-assignment clauses before sign- get an idea of what homes in your neighbourhood are worth, before making
ing. It is the duty of your real estate representative to help you interpret and the move to list and sell.
understand those clauses, so don’t be afraid to ask.
What recourse is available, in Ontario, for those affected by “shadow flipping”?
Because contract assignments have as much to do with contractual law, as As Assignments are not illegal, there is no ‘recourse’ unless the aggrieved party
they do with real estate, it is also strongly advisable to consult a lawyer for feels that their agent failed in their duty to fully represent them and get them
more information regarding them.
the best possible price, at the time of the initial sale. This includes scenarios
wherein a seller’s agent has possibly made efforts to conceal the true value of a
What measures are in place to prevent Ontario sales representatives from property.
misusing an assignment clause?
In Ontario, RECO is responsible for investigating any possible breaches of
Since “shadow flipping” involves a seller’s sales representative failing to dis- REBBA 2002, including the Code of Ethics and fiduciary duties to clients.
close the true value of a property, or concealing their knowledge of addi- When you file a complaint with RECO, it is also a part of the Council’s job to
tional buyers beyond the first, this practice runs afoul of the Code of Ethics look it over, and determine whether any breach did in fact occur.
found within the Real Estate Business and Brokers Act (2002) – an important piece of legislation that is strictly enforced by RECO. In addition Due in part to the recent news out of British Columbia, RECO is currently
to disclosures of real market value, the Code also legally obligates agents on high alert for instances of shadow-flipping, and are actively encouraging
to disclose any personal interest in the property — in writing, and before affected buyers and sellers to come forward. However, as mentioned above, it
offers are made.
is widely understood that this practise is not common place in Ontario.
In Ontario, real estate sales representatives are also obligated by law to ob- “If there is a concern of any type from the seller’s perspective, we are more than
serve five fiduciary duties when dealing with clients. Several of those duties interested in hearing about that,” said RECO’s Deputy Registrar Kelvin Kucey
are in place to help prevent ethically questionable practices (such as shadow in an interview with BNN. “We will pursue that as an investigator.”
flipping) from taking place:
PLEASE NOTE: The above feature is meant to be used only as an introductoMaintaining the “utmost loyalty” to your client – including, in the case of ry overview, and must not be regarded as legal advice or a substitute thereof.
sellers, ensuring that they get the best price for their property.
Because laws and regulations can be applied differently to different situations,
Avoiding conflicts of interest, especially where the agent’s own interests are it is important to speak with your lawyer if you suspect you have been affected
concerned (e.g. acquiring property from your own client.)
by “shadow-flipping,” or if you want details on how to protect yourself, specifAvoiding the acquisition of “secret profit” at the client’s expense. This would ically, from complications related to assignment sales.
include any profits knowingly earned via “shadow flipping” — making the
Article by Christopher Cooper, Living Realty Multi Media Specialist/In-House Writer
practice a direct violation of fiduciary duties in this province.
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Kick-start your
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Looking for a challenging work experience in a state-ofthe-art office setting? Living Realty Inc., Brokerage is hiring
real estate sales representatives for our brand-new location
at 685 Sheppard Ave. East in the Bayview Village area.

What’s in it for you?
• Living Realty will subsidize licensing and insurance
expenses for successful candidates.
• No fees - it’s that simple. No franchise fees, no monthly
fees, and no desk fees.
• Personal coaching and group training to help you
expand your skill set while gaining confidence.

For more information, please contact:
Alan Wu, Broker
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(416) 223-8833
awu@livingrealty.com
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TORONTO, April 5, 2016 – Toronto Real Estate Board President Mark McLean announced record TREB MLS® home sales for the first quarter of 2016 following a strong result for March transactions. There were 10,326 sales in March and 22,575 sales in the first quarter. The year-over-year growth rate for sales
was 15.8 per cent for Q1 2016 and 16.2 per cent for March 2016. For the TREB market area as a whole, double-digit year-over-year rates of sales growth were
experienced for all major home types during the first quarter. The positive annual growth in sales was not mirrored on the listings front. The number of new
listings entered into TREB’s MLS® System during March and the first quarter were down compared to the same periods in 2015. “
At the beginning of 2016, TREB’s outlook for the year pointed to a strong possibility of a second consecutive record year for home sales. This outlook was
based, in part, on upbeat consumer survey results pointing to robust home buying intentions. It is clear that these upbeat intentions have translated into
record first quarter results,” said Mr. McLean.
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The MLS® Home Price Index Composite Benchmark for March 2016 was up by 11.6 per cent compared to March 2015. The average selling price for all home
types combined was up 12.1 per cent year-over-year in March and 13.6 per cent in the first quarter. “
Demand was clearly not an issue in the first three months of 2016, regardless of the housing market segment being considered. The supply of listings, however, continued to aggravate many would-be home buyers. We could have experienced even stronger sales growth were it not for the constrained supply of
listings, especially in the low-rise market segments. The resulting strong competition between buyers has underpinned the double-digit rates of price growth
experienced so far this year,” said Jason Mercer, TREB’s Director of Market Analysis.
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